
Kern County Women 
in STEM

An overview of why STEM matters in Kern County, the 
role women play in local STEM jobs, and what can be 

done to increase the number of 
women pursuing STEM careers.



Kern County Industries Rely on STEM 
Professionals
The presence of a ready-to-work STEM workforce is critical for the economic future of 
Kern County. The region’s top industries (energy, agriculture, healthcare, aerospace & 
defense, and logistics & warehousing) rely on a workforce that is skilled in science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics.  The region also faces a 10 percent shortfall 
when it comes to highly-trained employees. As a result, employers often resort to 
recruiting STEM professionals from outside the area.  This is frequently a short-term 
solution since, according to local executives, recruits often return to their home state or 
leave the area to seek opportunities in other parts of California.
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According to a Brookings Institution report, 17.9 percent of 
Kern County jobs are STEM jobs, representing more than 

43,000 positions. The majority of those jobs require 
specialized knowledge in engineering, followed by science, 

then math, then computers.  
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Additionally, Kern County could be an attractive expansion location for technology  
companies currently located in areas of the state that are significantly more expensive in 
terms of the cost-of-doing business and also employee living costs.  Again, in order to 
successfully attract those industries to the area, a robust STEM workforce must be 
available. 

In a 2016 Area Development survey of U.S. businesses considering expansion or 
relocation, the No. 1 concern was the availability of skilled labor, above and beyond the 
labor costs and other related expenses.
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BAKERSFIELD #4 NATIONWIDE!!!
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STEM Leads to Higher Earning Power in 
Kern County

-
A career in STEM translates 
to higher earning potential.  
A career in STEM translates A career in STEM translates 

-
Average earnings for a STEM 

worker in Kern County is more than 
$72,000

-
This compares to approximately $37,000 

per year for non-STEM jobs. 
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Women in the U.S. Workforce
The face of the U.S. workforce was forever changed more than 70 years ago when 12 
million men (and more than 350,000 women) were called to serve in the U.S. Armed 
Forces during World War II.  Women across the country stepped up to fill the jobs left 
vacant on the home front, including everything from office jobs to factory work, many of 
which were held by men.

The percentage of 
women in the workplace 

increased from 27 
percent to 37 percent 

between 1940 and 
1945.

After World War II ended, 
many women never looked 
back and decided a career 
outside the home worked 

just fine for them!

In the seven decades since the emergence of “Rosie the Riveter,” American jobs 
have been transformed in many ways, but some hard truths remain when it comes 
to women in the workplace. 
 
Even though women represent 48 percent of the U.S. workforce today, certain 
types of jobs continue to be heavily dominated by males across the country and in 
Kern County.
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Where are all the women?

Jobs requiring STEM training are 
especially skewed in terms of gender. 

26%

17%

of U.S. STEM jobs were held by women 
in 2011, according to the U.S. Census 

Bureau (2013)

of Kern STEM jobs are held by 
women,according to the 2015 Report on 

the Status of Women and Girls in 
Kern County5

Building networks 
of STEM women in 

the community 
would be very 

helpful.

Increasing the number of female STEM professionals in Kern County 
(and young girls aspiring to pursue STEM careers) can position local 
employers for increased success and would make the region more 

attractive to new industries as well.    
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Issues Facing Women in STEM
More than 120 Kern County women were surveyed, and a focus group was convened, to gather 
input on the issue of women and girls in STEM. 

Sixty-seven percent of the women indicated they had experienced career challenges due to 
their gender.  The most commonly mentioned gender-related issues include:

• Wage gap between women and men
• Feeling that their voices were not heard
• Maintaining a work/life balance
• Being held to higher standards in terms of     
           behavior and knowledge
• Required to re-prove credibility
• Authority being challenged
• Being judged negatively for behavior that 
           is acceptable for men

• Being held to higher standards in terms of     

According to the National Science Foundation, the number of U.S. girls taking STEM-related 
classes through 12th grade is on par with the number of boys.  However, girls who are Hispanic 
or African-American, or who come from families with less-educated parents and/or a lower 
socio-economic level, are less likely to take STEM classes.  The disparity increases, especially 
among minority women, as they enter higher education.

The gap continues to widen as women enter the workforce.  A 2011 U.S. Department of 
Commerce report notes that, while the number of women joining the workforce increased 
between 2000 and 2009, the percentage of STEM jobs held by women remained steady.  
Some job categories during that time, however, did experience growth for women (engineering 
and physical/life sciences), however others experienced decreases (mathematics and 
computer science).  The percentage of female STEM managers also increased during this time 
period (from 23 percent to 25 percent). 

While the number of local girls interested in STEM has increased since the introduction of 
programs like Project Lead the Way and other efforts by local organizations, those numbers 
decrease as students get older.  Girls’ interest in STEM falters as they progress 
through high school and into college. Nationwide, the number of female graduates in 
certain STEM majors like engineering and computer science is significantly lower than their 
male counterparts (especially for minority women), according to the National Science 
Foundation.
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Girls’ interest in STEM falters 
as they progress through high 

school and into college. 

Why aren’t more girls pursuing STEM education?
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How to Support Women in STEM and Encourage 
Girls to Pursue STEM careers
Participants revealed some of the opportunities and strategies for supporting women reaching 
out to girls in an effort to increase their interest in pursuing STEM education and careers.

S P E C I F I C   S T E P S
• Encouraging and empowering presentations, 
• Promote self confidence.
• Leadership
• Public speaking, presentation skills, making a project pitch
• Mentoring
• Finding good role models
• Educate about all possible STEM jobs, not just the obvious ones
• Facilitate university visits
• Show girls that STEM jobs are not boring!
• Break down the belief that it’s “not cool” for a girl to be good at math or science
• Share stories of women’s success and challenges (e.g. in a newsletter)
• Offer a variety of “tracks” for women to choose from (small discussion groups, speaker 
           events, networking/social events) 
• Be sensitive to cultural challenges girls and young women may face

NOTABLE  QUOTES
“I want to be seen as a good engineer, not as a good ‘woman engineer.’”

“I’ve experienced that some women can be snarky, and there’s competition 
instead of encouragement.”

“Half the woman engineers opt out to stay home.  Part time options help.”

“When a job description reads ‘Strong (fill in the blank) skills required,’ women tend to 
count themselves out.”

“I used to try to dress the part, to look like an engineer, but I decided I wanted to embrace my 
feminine side and be more authentic.  The results were positive with both genders at work!”

“We women are our worst critics.”

“Being a female mathematician was a lonely endeavor, but one I loved and 
couldn’t walk away from.”   

KEDF’s Mission
To serve as the area’s primary link between business, education, and the community 

on projects relating to STEM education and local workforce and professional 
development.
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For more information contact
Cheryl Scott

Executive Director
Kern Economic Development Foundation

2700 M Street, Suite 200
Bakersfield, CA 93301

(661) 862-5150


